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Technical Report: modelling of the MAS



Socio-cognitive



Abstract A descriptive, analytical socio-cognitive modelling approach was developed within the PAUSA framework to support the iterative prototyping process and human-in-theloop simulations throughout the design and development process. An organisational (agents, roles, groups, resources) and cognitive (functions, goals, resources, agents) form of representation was selected to characterize structural and functional information in scenarios. For application of the method, a demonstrator support was developed to implement selected PAUSA scenarios. This support enables the representation of elements characterizing early changes in human factors issues, of critical situations in scenarios of proposed function allocations through structured questions, and analyzing the impact of emerging cognitive functions.



Résumé La modélisation socio-cognitive a été développée dans le cadre du projet PAUSA pour améliorer le prototypage itératif et les simulations opérationnelles anthropocentrées tout au long du processus de développement et conception des systèmes. Cette modélisation est intégrée dans un cadre descriptif et analytique. Une représentation organisationnelle (agent, rôles, groupes, ressources..) et cognitive (fonction, but, ressources, agent) est utilisée pour intégrer les informations structurelles et fonctionnelles dans un scénario. Un prototype a été mis en place pour la démonstration de la méthode. Ce support permet la représentation des éléments facteurs humains depuis le début de la processus de conception. Il montre également des situations critiques à travers une réflexion dirigé par des questions, ainsi que l'impact des fonctions cognitives émergentes dans une phase ultérieur.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Extended Summary The current report describes the socio-cognitive modelling approach developed within the PAUSA framework. This method was developed to support the iterative prototyping process and human-in-the-loop simulations. Different forms of function allocation and authority distribution can be evaluated in a descriptive, interpretative way. The objective is to use this method to evaluate operator and system behaviour obtained in scenarios. It is applied a-priori to derive appropriate measures that can be obtained in the simulation or posterior to interpret observed outcomes of simulations. In summary, the socio-cognitive model developed within PAUSA needs to be able to address different problems at the following stages: •



Support the analytical evaluation of scenarios before a simulation to assess a first impact on human factors issues and critical situations to expect and thus assess in detail. The integration of different resources such as information, tools, etc., in terms of structures helps evaluate their appropriateness.



•



Support the interpretation of operational human-in-the loop simulation outcomes; for example to demonstrate the variety of emerging behaviours in relation to a proposed function allocation solution.



After reviewing existing model characterizations and modelling approaches, a descriptive model was developed that integrates both air- and groundside representations. To represent the organizational perspective, the concepts of roles, groups and services were used to characterize the structure of the settings. The individual or agent-related perspective is implemented with an interaction-block representation to characterize specifically the cognitive function representation. On the latter, a basic model was built based on empirically obtained task descriptions. On three levels, high-level activities were detailed to arrive at the level of underlying cognitive functions. Finally, through instantiation at scenarios, an integration of these approaches is achieved. For this purpose, a demonstrator tool was developed that allows the integration of these two approaches in a common setting. This approach can be used to evaluate the HF issues from both the organizational and individual level. These metrics can be linked to different levels of granularity to verify the appropriateness of the scenarios for evaluations. Several examples are presented how this model is instantiated in scenarios, the validation of the model is however ongoing and might result in adaptations due to its iterative nature.
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Synthèse



L’objectif de ce rapport est de décrire l’approche choisie pour la modélisation cognitive dans le cadre du projet PAUSA. Cette méthode a été développée pour améliorer les processus de prototypages itératifs et les simulations opérationnelles anthropocentrées. Elle permet d’évaluer des propositions pour l’allocation de fonction et la partage d’autorité de façon descriptive et interprétative. L’objectif est d’évaluer conjointement le comportement de l’opérateur et du système obtenus à partir de scénarios. L’application de cette méthode peut être menée à priori, pour déterminer des mesures de performances. Ces mesures seront utilisées en simulation avec des opérationnels dans la boucle. L’approche de modélisation socio—cognitive adoptée dans le cadre du projet PAUSA permet d’analyser les différents problèmes suivants :



•



Faciliter l’évaluation analytique des scénarios avant la simulation afin de déterminer l’influence sur les facteurs humains et sur les situations critiques prévues. L’intégration des différentes ressources comme l’information, les outils, etc., en termes de structures pour évaluer leurs pertinences.



•



Faciliter l’interprétation des résultats obtenus dans des simulations anthropocentrées, afin de montrer la variété des comportements émergeants en relation à l’allocation de fonction proposée. Après la prise en compte les modèles existants et les différentes approches de modélisation, un modèle descriptif intégrant les représentations bord/sol a été développé. La représentation de la perspective organisationnelle, les concepts des rôles, groupes et services ont été utilisés pour caractériser la structure. La représentation individuelle au niveau agent a été implémentée à l’aide des blocks d’interaction pour caractériser la modélisation par fonction cognitive. Des modèles de base sur 3 niveaux d’activité ont été mis en place, pour atteindre le niveau des fonctions cognitives. L’intégration de ces deux approches a été concrétisée au travers une instanciation des scénarios. Un prototype a été développé afin de présenter cette intégration. Cette approche peut être utilisée pour évaluer les problèmes de facteurs humains d’un point de vue organisationnel et individuel. Ces mesures peuvent êtres reliés selon différents niveaux de granularités pour vérifier la pertinence des scénarios d’évaluation. Plusieurs exemples de l’instanciation du modèle dans les différents scénarios sont présentés. La validation du modèle est en cours et peut mener à des adaptations dues à la nature itérative
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Abbreviations AP/FD



Autopilot /Flight Display



ASAS



Airborne Separation Assurance System



ATC



Air Traffic Control



ATCO



Air Traffic Controller



ATM ACP



Air Traffic Management Audio Control Panel.



ADS-B



Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast.



AFS



Auto-Flight System.



AMAN



Arrival MANager.



AoI



Area of Interest.



AoR



Area of Responsibility.



APM



Approach Path Monitor.



APW



Area Proximity Warning.



ATC



Air Traffic Control.



ATCo



Air Traffic Controller.



ATM



Air Traffic Management.



ATSU



Air Traffic Services Unit.



AWP



Aviation Weather Processor.



CDTI



Cockpit Display of Traffic Information.



CFMU CORA



Central Flight Management Unit Conflict Resolution Advisory/Assistant.



DMAN



Departure MANager.



EC



Executive Controller.



ECAM



Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitor.



E/WD



Engine/Warning Display.



FCU



Flight Control Unit.



FMS



Flight Management System.



FPL



Flight Plan.



GTSAW



Ground Traffic Situation Awareness.



KCCU



Keyboard Cursor & Control Unit.



MAESTRO



Means to Aid Expedition and Sequencing of Traffic with Research of Optimization.



MAS



Multi-Agent System. PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 8 / 80
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Multi-purpose Control-Display Unit.



MFD



Multi-Functional Display.



MSAW



Minimum Safe Altitude Warning.



MTCD



Mid-Term Conflict Detection.



ND



Navigation Display. On board display that shows information about the navigation and flight plan.



PC



Planning Controller.



PF



Pilot Flying.



PFD



Primary Flight Display.



PNF



Pilot Non-Flying.



R/T



Radio-telecommunication.



RADAR



Radio Direction and Range.



RMP



Radio Management Panel.



SD



System Display.



STAR



Système Tactique d'Aide à la Résolution



STCA



Short-Term Conflict Alert.



TCAS



Traffic Collision Avoidance System.



TCAS-RA



TCAS Resolution Advisory.



TCAS-TA



TCAS Traffic Alert.
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Introduction In earlier technical reports emerging in the context of PAUSA its core issues have been introduced. The scope of the current task is to develop an approach for modelling the aeronautical multi-agent system through considering distributed cognition in a formal representation of structures and functions. Such a sociocognitive model is linked with the ongoing development of scenarios and thus integrates declarative and procedural elements for explaining operational simulation or real-world outputs. A socio-cognitive model can be seen as the representation of cognitive, i. e. goaloriented and intentive behaviour executed within a certain context and through cooperation. For this reason, it can be seen as a descriptive model. To orient the model, it needs to enable the investigation of issues that are defined around performance issues mentioned in the ICAO and SESAR Key performance areas and in addition the defined HF issues within PAUSA. Finally, the socio-cognitive model must be a conceptual support for communication, cooperation and coordination both internally and externally to PAUSA. Iteration is an essential process. Through collaboration with operational experts the validity of this model is increased. This report represents an overview of relevant concepts for socio-cognitive modelling in PAUSA. It introduces the key notions in relation to cognition from the fields of cognitive science and cognitive engineering. Chapter 1 introduces a description of the system we are dealing with and brings in the basic notions. The reason of linking the ATM characterization to socio-cognitive multi-agent modelling is explicated. Chapter 2 describes how the notions of model and modelling can be defined. The objectives and selected solutions are reported for PAUSA. Chapter 3 and 4 are dedicated to the description of the concepts used for the implementation of organizational or global as well as individual or agent-related perspectives. The implementation of a demonstrator tool to integrate both approaches for characterizing PAUSA scenarios is finalized in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 reports on the validation of the model before conclusions on advantages and limits are finalized in Chapter 7.
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1 The ATM domain in terms of socio-cognitive and multiagent systems 1.1 Domain Characteristics This chapter describes the characteristics of the domain we are dealing with. It reminds the objectives of the ATM and relevant human factors tenets to link the demand for a specific approach of modelling. Relevant notions from cognitive science and MAS will be introduced to orient the subsequent chapters. Within the specific context, multi-agent systems and socio-cognitive systems should be understood as notions being very close to each other.



1.1.1 Purposes The ATM has dual outstanding purposes: •



Prevent mid-air collision, which has actually turned in "ensure adequate separation" between aircraft.



•



Allow as much aircraft as possible to achieve their intended journey, which has actually turned in "Allow aircraft to take off at desired time, and to land at a desired place at the intended time".



(Note: These definitions are the formalization of various discussion, and are mainly derived from the definitions reported by Alain SERRES and Claude CHAMAYOU during November 13th 2007 meeting, PAUSA task 5, Toulouse)



Of course, while any ATM manager may report to any funding entity that the key target is the capacity, but always ensuring safety, the research approach will recentre the safety issue and state the problem as follows: 1. Separation is the target, so what has to be measured. 2. Number of aircraft is a parameter, as are technological offers and associated task distributions, so what is given in inputs. Fortunately, the research approach sounds supported by the actors of airspace activities, i.e. crews and controllers, which is relevant for the socio-cognitive modelling of the ATM. Nevertheless, the goal of PAUSA is to find the best arrangement in management, so that the capacity parameter reaches an optimum. Beside these targets, which are the core of the PAUSA study, it shall be mentioned that the ground part of the ATM supplies, or aims to supply in the future, many other services: •



Transmission of aeronautical data.



•



Transmission of weather data.



•



…
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Assistance.



The assistance service is out of the scope of PAUSA, thus has not been defined yet. But it is worth to mention it in the context of the socio-cognitive modelling, as it represents a strong link between board and ground. Board is physically cut from the ground, and has to manage its flights as a stand alone, with the exception of the link with the ground. There are numeruous instances were this link prevents a catastrophe to occur, while the board stand-alone support became obviously insufficient.



1.1.2 Separation from now to 2020+ As a matter of fact, the result of the separation functionality is that at any point of their trajectories, any aircraft shall always be at a safe distance from another one. This fosters the importance to know what the trajectory will be, or, at least, to have clues to make pertinent assumptions. Separation is realized according to two modes: 1. Reactively: Analysis of trajectories of two or more aircraft proves that they will be, at a given point and at a given time, in unacceptable vicinity. So ATM decides to alter one or more of these trajectories to cancel this particular occurrence. This is conflict management. 2. Pro-actively: ATM decides from the beginning to alter recursively many trajectories, according to a pre-defined policy, so that it results in routes or beams of trajectories where separation is ensured, both within the beams and between the beams. Nowadays, the task of separation is entirely part of the controller skill. Oncoming technologies will offer assistance and/or delegation of part of the task, in the prospect to increase the number of aircraft above what is actually achievable by a human. The sketch in Figure 1 presents the whole picture of agents, gathering both the current ones and those assumed available in 2020+ (see TR-E2 on scenarios). Note that this picture does not give any distribution cue, but reflects roughly the all possible.
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Figure 1: Overview of ATM Separation and associated possible agents



Another important note regarding this figure is that TCAS and "see and avoid" are not mentioned. The reason being that both are a back-up of the "normal" functioning of the ATM, in a controlled or managed (cf. SESAR D3 document, 2007) airspace.



1.1.3 Relationship between the agents Issued by PAUSA Task 3 activities, the following model illustrates links and functions that need to be fulfilled to achieve the interaction.



Figure 2. Function and interaction for both air- and groundside agents
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 The relationship between a human agent and its environment is based on the cognitive loop: Perceive-Process-Act-Control. This loop can be more detailed if necessary, as it can be seen in the functional analysis reported in Technical Report of Task 4, where this loop is divided in six items. In addition, well-known cognitive processes such as anticipation were not integrated for reasons of simplification. The cognitive loop, by assigning only the necessary atomic functions underpinning the upper level function, allows either: •



To specify the relevant attributes associated to the atomic function, which support its realization. These attributes are given by the Human Factors sciences.



•



Conversely to identify through the same attributes the reasons why it may or it has not been performed.



•



To describe the lowest level of function distribution, especially between man and machine.



Similarly, the relationship between two agents needs the three following basic functions to be all fulfilled: 1. Share a set of references. 2. Communicate. 3. Implement cooperation, which at least includes: A. Identify benefit. B. Negotiate. C. Make a contract. These three functions are not integrated in a loop, but shall be existent together, and are likely to interfere one on the other. Human Factors contain the attributes that define accurately the basic functions regarding the context.



1.1.4 Key Principles of the ATM These key principles have been identified as part of Task 4 (refer to Technical Report Task 4 - Functional Analysis). They demonstrate essential issues in relation to the organizational as well as the individual level. As they may be difficult to characterize because of their partly implicit nature, human factors issues are analyzed to compensate for this disadvantage. But they may give clues for Socio-Cognitive modelling. ATM is characterized by the following features: •



Safety is the primary concern of ATM actors (ATCO and aircrew). The issue is important for aircrews because of the number of casualties they may be responsible for, but also because it is a matter of their own fate. The number PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 14 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 of possible casualties puts also pressure on ATCO. If they may not be physically threatened by any mishap, they will have to face the "judgment" of the Society. For ATCOs (and ATM) safety is paramount, and at least as important than flow management. For human agents, safety is closely connected to risk management and to situation control. •



Regulation is at the core of ATM. Regulation is an outstanding subject in both ATCO and aircrew education/ licensing. It is part of the daily job. It supports actors’ reasoning and practices. They both have capacity to issue "law enforcement" procedures.



•



Procedures provide the reassuring mean to efficiently address the ATM constraints and some form of cooperation, as it participates to common referential.



•



Cooperation between control and aircrew is currently an area of improvements, because there is no clear or efficient means for them to exchange their individual goals, and therefore to appreciate the trade-off they should do. Goals of SESAR, and more generally the foreseen traffic increases, will lead to make this matter much more significant in the future, through development of Authority Sharing for instance.



•



Responsibility is a key feeling in ATM as the consequence of regulation (prosecution threat) and safety (moral threat). Actors know they have to be committed, and expect other actors to be also committed, including system designers and managers.



•



Proficiency is mandatory in this highly demanding environment. Further more any actor is expecting proficiency from the other actors he is interacting with: he sets a level of confidence by monitoring this expected proficiency.



•



Divide between air and ground segment. ATCO and aircrew do not share much, except interaction through radio communication. The air segment could be seen as focused on individual goals, while ground segment appears as more dedicated to global system goals. In addition both air and ground human actors may not know enough about the others’ constraints.



•



Composure is the expected standard attitude, to face the complexity of the system, as to save resources for attaining the goals.



1.2 The ATM as a socio-cognitive multi-agent system Increased cognitive demands characterize many tasks in aeronautics, and are of a special nature due to the fact of high levels of automation. Cognitive tasks have been described as tasks that require or include cognition (Hollnagel, 2003, p.6, ff). An unsystematic use of pragmatic versus scientifically supported definitions between various disciplines such as cognitive engineering and cognitive science might however lead away from what cognition actually means (Stanton et al., 2006). Generally stated, cognition comprises the psychological processes involved in the
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 acquisition, organization, and use of knowledge. A more pragmatic definition describes cognitive tasks as goal-driven tasks with reference to the purposes and intentions (Hollnagel, 2003). With its focus on rational processes, this definition risks to exclude emotions and motivations, which are distinct but essential psychological concepts of behaviour to be considered for a complete analysis. Even if the modelling of PAUSA is based on pragmatic approaches through applying cognitive function analysis, it is however necessary to consider the various aspects of cognition from an academic perspective to integrate fundamental research results. Therein, the following mental processes are considered as relevant components of cognition: perception, attention, information processing (selection, search, integration), decision-making, memory, and anticipation. The notion of behaviour was already introduced in the Task 3.1 Report (Straussberger et al., 2007). A clear distinction between action and behaviour is emphasised. According to activity theory, action can be seen as goal-oriented, intentional behaviour (citation). More specifically, social behaviour is any behaviour directed towards other members of a society. This definition is important as our society consists of either human or machine agents. From the perspective of work processes, communication, cooperation, and collaboration are the most important social behaviours. Social behaviour is also imbedded in a certain context or situation. Such behaviour may occur within the frame of an organization, which enables planned, coordinated and purposeful action. Moreover, emotions, motivations, and cognitions linked with social behaviours are to be considered, as they are important for the mentioned explicit behaviour, such as trust. Multi-agent systems have been described in detail in the Task 3 report (cf Report Task 3.1) and allow considering these concepts. ATM is understood in this context, as in both air and ground settings acting human or machine agents are embedded in a common environment. Thus, modelling needs to consider such a background.
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2 Approaches for modelling The scope of this section is to introduce different types of models and modelling and explain why we focused on specific types.



2.1 Notions of model and modelling A model is a simplified representation of a system or an entity that helps to understand reality. It can be specified through the characterization of the structural or the behavioural elements (Zeigler, Praehofer, & Kim, 2000). The purpose of models varies widely, with possible applications ranging from heuristic devices to a scientific theory. As such, a model can be informal or formal, simple or complex. An example for an informal model is a picture or image. Formal models can be computer models on behaviour. Forms of representation may be textual or graphical. Depending on their scope, we distinguish the following types of models (based on Boy, 2005): -descriptive models: to describe in a systematic and standardized way processes or structures that are going on in the world to be modelled -predictive models: how predict the output of a model -prescriptive models: to prescribe how processes or structures should be -interpretative models: to represent meaning or significance of something to explain what is not immediately obvious -diagnostic models: to identify the presence of certain conditions More specifically, behavioural or human performance models may specifically address performance outputs or processes of behaviours. Therein, solutions to achieve goals may be simple, which occurs in highly proceduralized tasks, or complex, with several solutions to achieve the same outcome. Depending on the desired validity, models may be aggregated over individuals or represent a specific individual’s behaviour (Young, 2003). Modelling is defined as a process of implementing a model, and is distinguished from the process of simulation. Simulation is referred to as the manipulation of a model or running a model over time (Young, 2003). Unfortunately, this distinction is not totally clear, as modelling and simulation is also referred to as a discipline that helps to develop a level of understanding the interaction between parts of a system or the overall system. For this reason, it is emphasized that our approach is dealing with modelling and not with simulating our setting. Simulations in PAUSA are specifically used in form of human-in-the-loop or real-time simulations, where human operators are participating. This issue is specifically addressed in the Technical Report Task 6.



2.2 Approaches of Socio-cognitive modelling Several approaches from different domains are to be mentioned as a basis for modelling in PAUSA.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 A variety of approaches and underlying theories have been used to determine cognitions in a system and represent various aspects of behaviour (e.g. Hollnagel, 2004). Numerous cognitive models have been designed with the objective to perform like a human (cf. Ritter et al., 2000). Such an approach has the advantage of developing systems and test interfaces and tasks. It is however critical to only rely on one category of model, as every model is simplified in a specific way. The element of context has been emphasized in Situated Action Theory (SAT; Suchman, 1987) which states that for action adaptation the context and the use of circumstances is rather relevant than executing a ready-conceived plan. Actors perceive situations according to their cultural background, thus context is unstable and modified by actions and choices. Between social actors, context may be coconstructed, but interpretations of situations, which is the content of communication, are used to exchange meanings. An effective way of clarifying the meaning of messages is to relate them to a shared context of meaning (Mantovani, 1996, cited in Riva, 1999). Shared context also links the concepts of shared mental models or shared understanding, since people communicate to establish and achieve shared goals. Meaning develops through a cycle of exchanges between the converses that establish a common ground of shared understanding. Meaning is not only construed through language, but also via reference to mutually accessible artifacts and via shared knowledge of the communication context and the roles of converses. (Sutcliffe, 2003). From the point of view of positioning theory (PT), a traditional concept of role is however replaced with the concept of positioning. Where a role is a stable and clearly defined category, positioning is a dynamic process generated by communication, where individuals construct a variety of selves closely linked with the outcome of an interaction (Harre & Van Langenhove, 1991). These topics introduce the concept of computer supported collaborative workspace (CWS) (e.g. Luzcak, Muehlfelder, & Schmidt, 2003), which describes how people collaborate to achieve common task goals within a computer-supported environment. Collaboration is defined as working together towards a common goal by the use of mechanisms such as explicit and implicit communication, coordination of action, planning, monitoring, assistance, and protection (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000). Coordination is the process of informing each agent of the planned behaviours of others, of providing each with the knowledge of the behaviours of the others and is underlined with a certain structure (van den Broek, 2001). Cooperation as joint operation or action is relying on coordination and was described by Riera and Debernard (2003) within the Common Frame of Reference. To cooperate, the content of the CWS is formed by the agents’ products of respective activities to share their own frames of references. These products are information, problems, strategies, and solution commands enabling a sharing of their own frames of reference. Inconsistencies between agents can be resolved through interaction with the CWS such as negotiation, acceptance, and imposition. Recent work of Lee, Pritchett, and Corker (2007) presented an approach of agentbased modelling and simulation of the ATM system. This has been successfully applied in different settings. For example, Corker, Pisanich and Bunzo (1997) used a HOTL simulation based on the MIDAS model to examine an optimal warning zone for PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 18 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 airborne alerting systems under consideration of human performance issues. This method was considered as useful to predict results in the system. As this method is however based on a set of assumptions, which may be of a limited nature, it does not allow anticipating the variety of human behaviour when designing new HumanMachine systems. For this purpose, HITL simulations are run. Such simulations do however require appropriate modelling support for interpreting the outcomes.



2.3 Objectives of modelling in PAUSA The choice for a certain approach of modelling is linked to several objectives and thus needs to be able to respond to a variety of demands. Figure 3 provides an overview about the application of the model. Overall, such a model can be seen as a design support that will be used iteratively at different stages of investigating function allocation propositions. Thus, in its basic form the socio-cognitive model can be categorized as a descriptive model with additional interpretative and diagnostic functions. Abstraction
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Figure 3: Description of the relation between the modelling process and PAUSA in- and outputs



The model is constructed with information defined in PAUSA based on operational experience, experimental protocols (TR Task 6) and scenarios (TR-E1.0). Within its specific structural and functional context, the model describes the ATM system from different point of views. Two possibilities for evaluating the system with such a modelling support are seen: • A-priori to anticipate missing elements and reflections on the scenarios and the type of measures that needs to be collected in the simulations for obtaining relevant conclusions. This is basically the content of PAUSA Phase 1. Thus, the inputs are the operational real-world experience, the experimental protocols and function
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 allocation propositions with reference to scenarios, and the human factors issues to be studied. • After executing simulations, the proposed model allows the interpretation of obtained evaluation results and will result in an update. The input to an updated model for interpreting results may be from assessment scales, cognitive interviews, or observed activities (see further PAUSA TR-K6 for a description of an example for cognitive analysis of verbal activities). The result is to demonstrate emerging human behaviour. In a final process, this emerging behaviour can be evaluated for countermeasures. An approach beyond that might also help to investigate the effect of suggested procedures and associated behaviours in future PAUSA. Therefore, we need a definition of the variety of possible behaviours associated with the tasks. The scope is to dispose of a variety of behavioural sequences that can be tested with function allocation solutions to see what happens if we distribute responsibility, roles, and tasks to different agents. Based on the introduction provided earlier in the text, the following properties are addressed with the selected approach: • Multi-agent modelling: modelling is applied from a multi-agent perspective. This means that varying characteristics of multiple agents need to be included. • Socio-cognitive modelling: context, behaviour within a society and cognition are to be represented. • Applied modelling: the model is instantiated at scenarios. In such a situation, this type of model is an approximation or abstraction of the real world or simulated world. The model takes into account the actual and the future system. The organizational model will be considered as a meta-model. • Output-oriented: The objective of this model is to interpret the data obtained through real world or simulation applications. The output of this modelling effort is focused on the evaluation of human factors and performance criteria. • Consider User-variance: to be used mainly by evaluators, but also by operators, decision-makers etc. • Experience-based: The results of prior studies can be used for following reasons. First, the theories presented in the past allow determining the most appropriate framework for socio-cognitive behaviour. Second, from a methodological point of view a combination of methods is required to use the advantages of each approach. These methods will be used to determine the agent’s behaviours. Third, the already existing research results can be used to determine behavioural sequences, which will be completed by expert evaluations. The essential characteristics of cognition derived from literature are used to complete the approach of cognitive function analysis. • Application-oriented: the model needs to propose a possibility to interpret the system. The different forms of models for representing the ATM system are complementary.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 • Flexibility and adaptability: The model should be able to explain currently existing links between air and ground side agents from different point of views (organizational-global and individual-local) and on different levels of detail or granularity. Common type of representation for air and ground despite the different nature of tasks.



2.4 The choice for a certain type of model(ling) As the modelling in PAUSA requires the representation of high and low level structures as well as functions, different approaches can be regarded for representing required levels of details. Another restriction is that both air and ground segments with human and machine elements need to be represented. The potential approaches reviewed can be allocated to the domain of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science. After analyzing existing approaches, (Brahms, etc), the choice was set to use the role concept for the organizational perspective (cf. Chapter 3) and the cognitive function concept (Chapter 4) for the agent representation. Whereas the first one allows representing different types of organizational structures, the latter offers a representation of the complexity of behaviours. Both integrate resources and objectives. The integrated data is based on the outcome of the functional analysis with the goal to represent function allocation solutions and includes the operational perspective through the description of scenarios. Among the possible forms of representation, such as textual, formal or graphical, a combination of different types if applied. As one type of model was not sufficient to represent all the different demands, different types of models were considered to complement each other. This is the result of iterative discussions on the type of modelling to choose. Overall, a descriptive type of model was chosen to represent a design support. The inputs for this model can be characterized as following to support the appropriateness of the model: •



Lexical inputs from the participants in PAUSA (based on a first ontology draft presentedin PAUSA Task 3.1 TR)



•



Syntactic inputs from cognitive science and artificial intelligence representations (e.g. description of cognitive functions, agents etc.)



•



Semantic inputs from the construction of scenarios and human factors issues (articulated declarative and procedural knowledge, rules and skills demonstrated on concrete examples or episodes)



•



Pragmatic inputs from operational specialists (ecological validity of the simplifications and, in the end, the results)



The required information is related to a description of the physical structures (e. g., aircraft), technological structures (e.g. data-link (ADS-B)), and organizational structures (e.g. information, procedures, who does what when and how, competences, activities). From an organizational perspective the model needs to represent roles and contexts, which is contained in a form of meta-model. The adaptation of activities to context and flexible creation of roles may help to explain certain problematic aspects. Also, PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 21 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 the elements developed within the CSCW approach help to describe awareness criteria. Depending on the perspective, the unit of analysis changes, as we consider different levels of the systems in relation to different HF issues detailed in PAUSATN-14. At the same time, representation of forms of cooperation and collaboration needs to be presented. Overall, the model integrates all possible behavioural activities, in relation to the objectives of the project, applied and validated at scenarios, and able to propose measures to evaluate and understand/interpret the changes on a global system level (ATM performance).



2.5 From separate to integrated approaches for organizational and individual perspective The problem of modelling was approached from two different perspectives. This solution was chosen for two reasons: (1) theoretical concepts are based on different disciplinary backgrounds (2) the type of representation is different. However, to completely evaluate a potential function allocation proposition on global and local system level, the integration of the two approaches is necessary. To achieve this objective, a demonstrator tool was developed to represent both perspectives. (cf. chapter 5). Thus, through the instantiation in scenarios two different approaches can be linked. MULTI-AGENT APPROACH
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Figure 4. The link between two separated modelling approaches
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3 The organizational approach (LORIA) Many MAS methodologies and organisational models propose to address a new application domain following a shared principle (Demazeau 95, Hübner 02, Ferber 97, Ferber 03). This principle consists in distinguishing, on the one hand, the analysis of the goals and sub-goals that the system realises as a whole and, on the other hand, what particular task/role each agent is in charge of in order to reach these goals of the system. From the latter analysis, particularly from the association between roles and agents, results the organisational model. This approach is particularly adapted in the case of PAUSA. Indeed, PAUSA is interested in the study of authority distribution and sharing, and the authority that an agent possesses is often related to the tasks that it executes. As a consequence, the work presented in the next subsections has been built along the following methodology: 1. List and characterise the high-level goals and tasks solved by the ATM (independently from the agents that execute them), in order to obtain a global view of the ATM; 2. Obtain an organisational model of the ATM, by listing what are the agents present in the system and determining the distribution of the tasks (grouped into roles) on these agents. This section first exposes the various approaches for MAS modelling and justifies why the organisational approach has been chosen. Then it presents the various organisational concepts used in the two final sections, where the tasks of the ATM are detailed and the organisational model is presented.



3.1 Different models for MAS This section describes the multi-agent modelling chosen to describe the organisation of the ATM. We begin by introducing the main concepts of the multi-agent approach, and the different existing design views. We then describe the organisational approach and the elements needed for our modelling purposes. The remainder will describe ATM with respect to the organisational concepts. 3.1.1 Multi-agents systems MAS as modelling tools Multi-agent systems (MAS) are systems in which entities (called agents) act locally and (semi) autonomously to collectively solve a problem in an environment. Such systems are usually characterised by the absence of global perspective towards the decision process of the agent. An agent is a physical (a robot for example) or logical (e.g. a computer program) system that can perceive its environment, that can act upon in order to satisfy a goal or in reaction to changes in this environment. Roughly speaking, two kinds of agents can be distinguished according to the complexity of their decision process:
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 • Reactive agents: the underlying metaphor is a biological one; agents have limited representation of their environment, they have limited planning abilities, and their behaviour is based on a stimulus-response scheme; • Cognitive agents: are inspired by social science; such agents possess complex representation of their environment, have sophisticated planning and communication abilities. Furthermore we distinguish three possible approaches to the conception of MAS: • Agents oriented approaches: these approaches concentrate on the individual agents and proposes formalisms and specifications of their behaviour using different tools (Shoham, 1993, Rao, 1996, Wooldrige, 1996). These approaches distinguish themselves from classical agents approaches by the introduction of communication and sometimes real negotiation protocols. • Organisational approaches: these approaches address specification of the interaction through the notion of roles, relationships between roles and groups in order to statically specify the interaction network (Durand, 1996; Ferber, 2003), or more dynamically (Collinot, 1996). • Emergent approaches: these approaches distinguish two levels, a micro-level in which agents interact and a macro-level in which the desired global phenomenon is produced. This global phenomenon could be an organisation, the realisation of a task or the solution to a given problem (Muller, 1998). Within the framework of PAUSA, we will adopt an organisational point of view. In this approach we can specify the structure of the organisation using the concept of roles taken by agents and the relationships they have between each other. 3.2 Organisational concepts An organisation is a collection of roles that stand in systematic institutionalized relationships to one another. Agents show behaviours in the organisation according to their role, therefore the type of behaviours depends on the relationships between roles. Relationships between agents are dynamic and respect some pattern of activities, which we call interactions. These interactions can be specified using the concept of roles. Interactions are activities at medium level between the micro level (agent one) and the group level. By adopting the AGR point of view (inside AALAADIN model; Ferber, 2003) we can precise: Agents are entities that play roles and interact within the groups. A group is a set of agents. Agents can belong to several groups. Group definition is application dependant. A Role is a representation of a service, a function etc, held by an agent within a group. An interaction is a succession of information exchanges between roles (we say interaction protocols) in order to achieve a given task. Ferber et al. (2003) make a distinction between the organisational structure (or structure) and the concrete organisation (or organisation). The structure is the
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 relationships between components that make elements aggregate as a whole; it is an abstract view of a concrete organisation. The concrete organization resides at agent levels and corresponds to a possible instantiation of a structure. Furthermore, Ferber et al. differentiate between a structural (or static) aspect which corresponds to a partitioning structure (how agents are gathered into groups and how groups are related with others) and a role structure (defined for each group and specifying for a set of roles the relationships between them, the constraints associated to each role and the benefits resulting to that role and dynamic aspects related to patterns of interactions between roles that precise how to create, terminate, enter groups and to play roles ; how these latter ones are applied and how it is controlled (authors uses obligation and permission); and static aspects (partitioning and role structure) are related to agents behaviours). Main principles state the following: The organisational level is more the “what” than the “how”. Said differently, it deals with relationships between agents, constraints and context of them rather than with the “code” of agents (knowledge, decision mechanisms, etc) that enable that. Neither agent descriptions nor mental issues are dealt with at the organisational level: it is only a description of expected behaviours. The status of the group: it is a partitioning of the system that constitutes a context of interaction in which agents can interact freely (i.e., according to "rules" specific to that group), group structure and interactions can be opaque to agent from other groups: there is no one single and global standard of interaction but (ideally) as many as there are groups. Consequences of these principles: a) organisation is a dynamic framework in which agents enter/leave to play a role b) implementation issues are left open c) this view is compatible with the description of open systems d) as groups can be opaque, it is possible to consider them as black boxes and consequently to have security policies. 3.2.1 Some definitions • Group: a set of agents sharing the same characteristics, constitutes an interaction context, • Roles: an abstract representation of a service or a function of an agent, • Agents: an active, communicating entity playing roles within groups, • Interaction: a structured information exchange between roles. 3.3 Modelling the ATM The concepts used to describe the tasks of the ATM are the following: •



Goal A high-level objective of the domain.



•



Sub-goal A low-level objective whose resolution participates in the resolution of a more general goal.



•



Service A high-level and non-atomic action independent of any entity.
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Operation A low-level and atomic action that can be executed by a specific entity.



•



Sensor-Resource Information or device able to provide information.



•



Actuator-Resource A device that can be used to act on the environment.



•



Medium A communication medium used between physically distinct entities of the ATM.



Figure 5. Legend of the pictures of this section.



Figure 5 presents how the entities defined above are depicted in the pictures. This picture serves as a legend for the pictures of the next section. 3.3.1 Description of the ATM in organisational concepts This section describes the ATM in terms of goals, sub-goals, services, operations and resources following the methodology proposed above. 3.3.1.1 Goals and sub-goals of the ATM



Figure 6. Goals and sub-goals of the ATM.



Figure 6 presents the goals and sub-goals of an Air Traffic Management system. Based on EUROCONTROL (Kallus et al., 1998) and PAUSA’s (Feuerberg, 2007) PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 26 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 earlier works, it appears that the air traffic management system has two main goals: (1) to manage and optimise the flow and (2) to keep the airspace safe. The flow management goal consists in making aircraft arrive at their destination with as little delay as possible. It can be divided into three sub-goals: intra-sector, intersector and approach. The intra-sector sub-goal corresponds to the management of the flow inside a sector. The inter-sector sub-goal corresponds to the management of flow between sectors, i.e. the transfer of aircraft from one sector to another. The approach sub-goal corresponds to managing the approach phase, which precedes the landing of the aircraft. Both the inter- and intra-sector aims at reaching a particular (optimised) state of the world. Therefore they are “achievement goals” (Cohen, 1990). The safety goal consists in preventing collision between aircraft. It can also be divided into two sub-goals: separation and collision avoidance (Salis, 2007). The separation consists in ensuring a minimum distance between aircraft. It is a “maintenance goal”, i.e. a state of the world that should be constantly checked and solved (Cohen, 1990). It is therefore a long-term goal. Collision avoidance is activated only in particular situations, when the minimum distance between two aircraft has been violated. It aims at re-establishing a state of the world where aircraft are separated. It is thus an achievement goal. To solve this sub-goal, only a shortterm resolution can happen. When it occurs, this resolution takes precedence over most other goals. The separation and collision avoidance sub-goals are complementary: collision avoidance has to be fulfilled when the separation sub-goal has not been fulfilled. According to Feuerberg (2007), the flow management and safety sub-goals cannot clearly be sorted: while Air Traffic Controllers (ATCos) see their job as first insure safety, then optimise trajectory, aircraft pilots (following their hiring company policies) see it as first optimise flow (and cost), while insuring safety. 3.3.1.2 The intra-sector sub-goal



Figure 7. Resolution graph for the Intra-sector sub-goal.



Figure 7 presents the operations and services executed in the ATM to solve the intrasector sub-goal. It also lists the resources used in the current functioning of the ATM to solve the operations.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Two services are involved in the resolution of the intra-sector sub-goal: routine flow and specific flow. To solve these sub-goals, the following operations are realised in sequence: information acquisition, information analysis, plan elaboration, solution elaboration, solution execution and solution monitoring (Salis, 2007). The information acquisition operation consists in gathering information from devices linked to sensors; the information analysis consists in extracting relevant information from the massive amount of information that can be gathered in the previous operation; the plan elaboration operation consists in sketching general ideas of possible solutions; the solution elaboration operation selecting the best solution and instantiating it for the specific problem detected in the analysis operation; the solution execution operation consists in executing the selected best solution from the pool of possible solutions; finally, solution monitoring consists in verifying that the solution has been executed correctly. Managing the routine flow service consists in managing traffic of aircraft that follow their flight plans. In the current implementation of the ATM, this sub-goal is solved on the initiative of the controllers. The acquisition operation is executed by the EC with the help of the RADAR and FSP, which uses information from Transponder, FPL and ADS-B. These devices provide information on the aircraft identification, expected final destination, trajectory within the sector, altitude, speed, aircraft capabilities, etc. (it is related to “building/maintaining of mental picture” for the ATCOs (Straussberger 07d)). The analysis, plan elaboration and solution elaboration operations are executed by the EC on his/her own. Here, plan elaboration and solution elaboration have been grouped for readability of the graph. The solution execution is divided into two phases: first, the solution is communicated from the ground to the air through R/T between the EC and the PNF; then the PF and the PNF cooperate to effectively execute commands on the aircraft through the help of the FCU/AFS and MCDU, which are resources for inputting commands into the auto-pilot. Finally, a monitoring operation occurs both on ground and in the air: the EC monitors through the RADAR (which integrates information from ADS-B and Transponder) if the solution has been executed as expected and the PF checks the PFD while the PNF checks the ND/CDTI. The EC can also use the repetition of his orders by the PNF (who employs the R/T medium resource, using the ACP actuator resource) to monitor the execution of his commands. Managing specific flow consists in managing traffic of aircraft that deviate from their flight plans. In the current implementation of the ATM, this sub-goal generally occurs on the initiative of the pilots. The EC acquires information through the RADAR (which uses information from Transponder and ADS-B resources) and FSP (shows FPL) resources, but also through communication with the PNF through R/T (PNF still uses the ACP resource to command the radio). The analysis and solution elaboration operations are executed in collaboration between the EC and the PNF, by communication through R/T. Since the solution has been co-constructed by air and ground, the solution execution operation simply consists in the execution of the solution by the PF, who gives commands to the AFS with the help of the FCU and MCDU resources. Finally, a monitoring operation occurs both on ground and in the air: the EC monitors through the RADAR (which integrates information from ADS-B and Transponder) if the solution has been executed as expected and the PF checks the PFD while the PNF checks the ND/CDTI.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Sequencing and Merging are two special tools that help manage the traffic (Salis, 2007). Merging corresponds to the management of aircraft trajectories, so that aircraft arrive in order on a designated waypoint (Salis, 2007). Sequencing corresponds to the management of aircraft trajectories, so a local organisation of the traffic, where a defined spacing between aircraft is steadily maintained for a significant while. Sequencing and Merging are therefore tools used by ATCOs in the process of elaborating plans and solutions (be it for routine flow management, specific flow management or separation). 3.3.1.3 The inter-sector sub-goal



Figure 8. Resolution tree for the Inter-sector sub-goal.



Figure 8 presents the operations and services executed in the ATM to solve the intersector sub-goal. It also lists the resources used in the current functioning of the ATM to solve the operations. Two services are involved in the resolution of the inter-sector sub-goal: the “input” and “output” services. Each one of the two services is decomposed into five operations that are executed in sequence: information acquisition, information analysis, plans elaboration, solution elaboration, solution execution and solution monitoring. The “input” service consists in a negotiation between two sectors for the transfer of an aircraft from first sector to the second one. It occurs some time before the true entrance of the aircraft in the second sector. In the current implementation of the ATM, the “input” service’s acquisition operation is realised by PCs. There are (at least) two PCs involved: the one from the sector the aircraft is currently in (that we call the “previous PC” and note PCp) and the one from the next sector towards which the aircraft is flying to (“the local PC”, PCl). Here, we take the point of view of the local PC. To execute this operation, the PCl needs to be aware of the current load (number of aircraft currently present) and capacity (maximum number of aircraft it is possible to manage) of the sector he manages. These factors depend both on the environment as the PC expects it to be when the aircraft will enter (i.e., its mental picture) and on some human factors like the stress, workload or fatigue of both controllers (EC and PC) (Salis 07, Feuerberg 07). Still in the process of acquiring information, the PCl also uses the telephone resource to negotiate with the PCp where the aircraft will enter the sector, in terms of 4D position (position in the 3D space, plus time of arrival) and speed. The PCl then analyses the information gathered and elaborates possible plans for the flying over of his sector by the PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 29 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 entering aircraft and elaborates the final solution to be executed (in the figure, plan elaboration and solution elaboration operations have been grouped for readability). In this phase, he can negotiate some issues with the PCp. When a solution is found, the PCl and the PCp finalise the entering and leaving conditions of the aircraft. The monitoring operation is divided into two parts: the first one is executed by the PCp with his RADAR, Transponder and ADS-B resources; the second one will be executed later by PCl, when he will receive the aircraft, with his own RADAR resource (which includes Transponder and ADS-B information). The “output” service corresponds to delegating aircraft to the next sector they have to fly over. The output service’s realisation involves two PCs: the one from the sector the aircraft is currently in (that we call the “local PC” and note PCl) and the one from the next sector where the aircraft should go (“the next PC”, PCn). The PCl gets information from the RADAR, Transponder resources and its mental picture. S/he analyses this information to elaborate where the aircraft should quit the current sector. He can also acquire information from the telephone resource. Then he negotiates by telephone with the PCn, in order to analyse the information, build possible plans and elaborate a final solution that is acceptable for both sectors (in the figure, plan elaboration and solution elaboration operations have been grouped for readability). Finally, the EC eventually communicates the solution to the PNF in the aircraft through R/T and the PF pilot sends commands to the auto-pilot through the FCU and MCDU resources. The PNF also sets the new frequency of the radio with the RMP resource to enable communication with the next sector. The monitoring operation will be executed later by PCn, when it will receive the aircraft, with his own RADAR, Transponder and ADS-B resources. 3.3.1.4 The Approach sub-goal



Figure 9. Resolution tree for the Approach sub-goal.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Figure 9 presents the operations and services executed in the ATM to solve the approach sub-goal. It also lists the resources used in the current functioning of the ATM to solve the operations. PAUSA’s main focus is on the en-route phase. Therefore, we consider here only a limited part of the approach phase: the one that consists in the EC sequencing the arriving aircraft before landing. The sequencing service is decomposed into six operations that are executed in sequence: information acquisition, information analysis, plan elaboration, solution elaboration, solution execution and solution monitoring (in the figure, plan elaboration and solution elaboration operations are grouped for readability). The EC mainly acquires information through his RADAR and FSP resources and then analyses this information. When elaborating a solution for sequencing the aircraft, he is assisted by the AMAN resource. When the EC has decided on the correct sequencing to implement, he eventually informs the PNFs in aircraft of commands to be executed, using the R/T resource. The PFs then execute these commands with the FMS/MFD/KCCU and FCU/MCDU/AFS resources. Finally, the EC monitors if the actions have been executed correctly with the RADAR (using data from Transponder and ADS-B) resource. He can also use the repetition of his orders by the PNF (which employ the R/T medium resource, using the ACP actuator resource) to monitor the execution of his commands. 3.3.1.5 The Collision Avoidance sub-goal



Figure 10. Resolution tree for the Collision Avoidance sub-goal.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Figure 10 presents operations and services executed in the ATM to solve the collision avoidance sub-goal. It also lists the resources used in the current functioning of the ATM to solve the operations. The collision avoidance sub-goal is solved by three services: detection, resolution and monitoring. The detection service is composed of the acquisition of information and the analysis operations. The detection service is composed of the plan elaboration, solution elaboration and the solution execution operations. The monitoring service is composed by the solution monitoring operation. As collision avoidance happens in very dangerous situations where it is necessary to react very quickly, it is already mostly automated in the current ATM, with the help of the TCAS device. As a consequence, in the collision avoidance resolution, there are two almost independent processes: the one provided by machines, which consists in detecting the problem and establishing a solution and the one executed by humans (both in the air and on ground), which consists in the execution of the solution and monitoring. In parallel, the human agents both on ground and in the air can detect the problem with their other devices. In the operation of information acquisition, an EC on ground can (but not necessarily will) detect a problem based on its RADAR (which is based on information gathered from Transponder and ADS-B resources). On the board side, the PF can also see the problem on his ND/CDTI. Also on board, the TCAS analyses information and detects that the minimum distance between some aircraft has been violated. It will emit a traffic alert (TCAS-TA) to the pilots of the corresponding aircraft. If this situation persists, the TCAS will order the PFs of the involved aircraft to act, in order to recover separation. The TCAS directly elaborates a solution and orders the pilots to act with a resolution advisory (TCAS-RA). The existence of a true plan elaboration phase depends on the implementation of the device. According to the procedures, the PFs have no choice, they must obey as soon as possible to such an order. Therefore, they take control over the auto-pilot and act on the side-stick and throttle resources to move the aircraft as ordered by the TCAS-RA. If the PF asks for it, the PNF can also act on the FCU/MCDU to turn off some displays. On ground, the EC will be able to monitor if the collision has been avoided based on information from the RADAR, Transponder and ADS-B resources, with a delay that depends on the refreshment rate of the RADAR. In the air, the PF will be able to monitor, if the collision has been avoided through its PFD and ND/CDTI resources. Also, after a TCAS-RA, the PNF must report the situation to the EC through R/T. To do this, the PNF uses the ACP resource to act on the radio.
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Figure 11. Resolution tree for the separation sub-goal.



Figure 11 presents the operations and services executed in the ATM to solve the separation sub-goal. It also lists the resources used in the current functioning of the ATM to solve the operations. In the same way as for collision avoidance, the separation sub-goal is resolved by three services: detection, resolution and monitoring. The detection service is composed of the acquisition of information and the analysis operations. The detection service is composed of the plan elaboration, solution elaboration and the solution execution operations. The monitoring service is composed by the solution monitoring operation. On the board side, the pilots have a local perception of the surrounding aircraft thanks to the ND/CDTI and FMS/MFD/KCCU resources. However, in the current ATM, their perception range is too short for them to insure separation on their own. As the controllers on ground have a more global view on the system than pilots, it is their responsibility to detect conflicts in aircraft trajectories and propose local modifications of trajectories that would help insure the maintenance of separation. The EC acquires information by surveillance of the following resources: RADAR, Transponder, ADS-B, and STRIPs. Then, EC is assisted by tools to analyse the data and provide resources for the detection of conflicts in the aircraft’ trajectories: STCA, MTCD, APW, MSAW and APM. As several conflicts can occur at the same time, other resources, like the GTSAW, help the EC to order the list of conflicts to be solved, by giving a higher priority to the more important conflicts. This sorting of the tasks to be done by the EC is performed during the plan elaboration phase. The EC decides on the definitive solution to be applied and instantiates it. The EC then communicates the solution to the PNF through R/T and the PF executes the solution by acting on the AFS through the FCU and MCDU resources. The monitoring of the solution is done in the air by the PF through the PFD and ND/CDTI resources and on the ground by the EC with the RADAR, Transponder and ADS-B resources. The EC can also use the repetition of
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 his orders by the PNF (which employ the R/T medium resource, using the ACP actuator resource) to monitor the execution of his commands. 3.3.2 Multi-agent organisational model of scenario 2009 The purpose of the model is to describe the different organisations and interactions that emerge between the different actors solving the tasks identified in the previous task decomposition. We begin by identifying the different elements of the AGR model within the framework of PAUSA, namely the different agents, the roles they take and the groups in which they play these roles. 3.3.2.1 Agents, Roles and Groups in ATM 3.3.2.1.1 Agents The set of agents that take part in the proposed model are mainly those that were identified in the functional analysis (Task 4). These agents are grouped in tow categories “ground” (G) and “air” (A) agents, which are furthermore divided in two sub categories “human” (H) and “machine” (M) agents. We thus have the following sets of agents: GHA, GMA, AHA and AMA. The agents identified in each set are shown in Table 1.
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Ground Agents



Air Agents



Human



Machine



Human



Machine



EC



STCA



PF



TCAS



PC



MTCD



PNF



ND



RADAR



FCU AFS



3.3.2.1.2 Roles Initially we have identified a large number of roles in the modelling process, a number that did not fit to our modelling purposes. We have then transformed these roles into more synthetic higher level ones, which can be taken by different agents in different situation, although certain agents due to the specificity of their tasks can only take some roles. Table 2 summarises the different roles identified. Table 2: Role decomposition of the ATM



Abv. IP IG



Role Information Provider Information Gatherer



IA SR R S M FO RI RR RN CmI CmE DI DR CI CN



Information Analyser Status reporter Relayer Supervisor Monitor Flying Operator Request Initiator Request Receiver Request Negotiator Command Initiator Command Executer Delegation Initiator Delegation Receiver Clearance Initiator Clearance Negotiator



Description provides information to an other agent receives information from an agent without processing it process some piece of information reports on the progress of a task relays information from one agent to an other supervise the execution of a task monitors the execution of a task role taken by agent who flies the aircraft role taken by whom who formulates a request whom who receives a request from an agent whom who accepts, rejects or negotiates a request the agent who gives commands an other agent the agent who executes a command whom who delegates a task whom who receives a delegation whom who issues a clearance whom who receives a clearance



3.3.2.2 Task modelling After we have identified the different roles that take part in the ATM, we can model the different tasks introduced in global view of the ATM within the AGR framework. In the following, the notation AGENTROLE means “agent AGENT playing role ROLE”.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Furthermore, we will use the graphical representation showed in Figure 12 where circles correspond to agents, rectangles correspond to roles and dotted ellipses to groups.



Figure 12. Agents 1 and 2 playing respectively roles 1 and 2 in a group.



3.3.2.2.1 Collision avoidance We address collision avoidance as the response of the different agents to a TCAS alert (TA and RA) as described in the scenario documents (PAUSA-TN-E10, PAUSATN-E13, PAUSA-TR-E1). For this task, we have identified seven groups in which five agents take on different roles. When a risk of collision occurs, TCASIP informs PFIG of a potential collision issuing a TA. PFR informs ECIG about the TA, which the EC (ECIA) should have detected on his Radar (RadarIP). TCASCmI issues the RA and commands (Note: Depending on airline regulations, following a RA is not mandatory. For the purpose of this model we assume it is.) the PFCmE to climb or descend. After the execution of the command the PFIG checks the NDIP the result of the avoiding maneuver, and relays the status to the ECS which in turn verifies the information on the RadarIP. In the organization described in Figure 13, there is no temporal relation between interaction modelled by the ellipses.



Figure 13. Collision avoidance in AGR.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 3.3.2.2.2 Intra-sector By intra-sector we mean the task of managing an aircraft by an executive controller during its flight within the sector. This task is part of the routine flow task, where there are no conflicts with other aircraft thus the separation is assured. In the case where separation is lost we come back to the separation task described above. The modelling approach taken here is inspired mainly by the scenario document (TN-13) and the discussion with Claude Chamayou of DSNA. During normal procedure, the aircraft follows its nominal route as planned in the flight plan. Changes from the nominal route occur only at exceptional occasions, as initiated by the EC for separation purposes or by the aircrew in certain weather conditions for example. Figure 14 describes the different groups and interaction when an executive controller manages an aircraft in his sector. RadarIP and ECIG form a group that will mainly help the EC maintain the mental picture. In case the ECCI issues a Clearence to the PNFCN, this one relays the information to PFFO which in turn initiates the command to the FCUCmE. Finally the executive controller ECM monitors the situation with the RadarIP.



Figure 14. Intra sector in AGR.



3.3.2.2.3 Inter-sector By Inter-sector we mean the task that two or more PC from two or more sectors undertake to manage a plane when it leaves or enters the sector. This task is divided into tow subtasks, as described in Figure 14, one of which represents the case of a plane entering the sector and the other a plane leaving the sector. As it was the case of the Intra-sector model, this model is the outcome of the discussion with Claude Chamayou of DSNA.
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Figure 15. Entering a new sector in AGR.



Figure 16. Leaving a sector in AGR.



Figure 16 describes the case of an aircraft entering the sector managed by the planning controller PCl where l stands for the local sector, n stands for next and p stands for previous one. Here we have three main groups between the three p



planning controllers of the consecutive sectors. PC RI requests if the next sector l l handled by PC RN can take the aircraft. The local planning controller PC IG checks if his sector can handle the new aircraft based on the workload, and on the aircraft planned exit configuration according to the Strip. The exit configuration can be l negotiated by the planning controller of the next zone PC RN . All three planning controllers communicate using telephones. Once the PCl decides his sector can handle the plane it delegates the strip with all other information to the executive l controller EC DR , whom will manage the plane until exit. 3.3.2.2.4 Separation Separation is not considered as a task in the same way as the tasks above. It is considered more of a super-task that covers and triggers other tasks such as Intrasector. Notice that the organization in the lower right part of Figure 17 is identical to the one in Figure 14. PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 38 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 In order to maintain separation when a conflict arise, ECIG maintains the mental picture using the information provided by the RADARIP and possibly by the conflicts detected by MTCDIA or at a last resort by STCAIA . To resolve conflicts ECCI issues clearances to the aircraft involved in the conflicts (PNFCN), which in turn should execute the clearances. This part of the organization is identical Figure 14 as emphasized by the red dots.



Figure 17. The separation task in AGR.



3.3.3 Multi-agent organisational model of scenario 2015 The difference between scenarios 2015 and 2009 results in the introduction of the concept of self-separation. Therefore the model is similar to the one presented above apart from the organisation of the separation sub-goal and the introduction of a new way of solving the intra-sector sub-goal. As a consequence, this section presents the organisational model of the ATM, for separation and intra-sector sub-goals only, based on the information provided in the 2015 scenario. 3.3.3.1 Agents In scenario 2015 the same agents as in scenario 2009 appear with slight modifications. A new ground agent (specific HMI) is added to assist the EC with the new concept of self-separation. In the air the aircraft is equipped with a new agent (MFD) that help the pilot manage the self-separation. The aircraft in 2015 need to be aware of the other surrounding aircraft for the self-separation concept, therefore it interacts with them through their transponders.
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Ground Agents Human



Air Agents



Machine



Human



Specific HMI



Machine MFD Transponder



3.3.3.2 Roles Here again the roles defined in scenario 2009 are present, with the addition of the role of spacing operator (SO) held by the agent that selects the target to selfseparate from.



Abv.



Role



description



SO



Spacing operator



Taken by agent who manages ASAS S&M



3.3.3.3 Target selection for self-separation



Figure 18. Selecting target for self-separation in AGR.



The concept of self-separation introduced the need for the aircraft to be able to select the target from which to self-separate. As a consequence a new service emerges and which is described bellow. This service helps solve the routine flow sub-goal. Self-separation consists in the EC delegating the task of separation to the aircraft. The ECIG gathers information from the RadarIP and ECCI issues a clearance to the PNFCN that indicates the target aircraft to separate from and confirms the action on a specific HMI. The PFSO therefore has operate AP of the aircraft so that it follows the
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 target. As a consequence the PFCmI sends the corresponding command to the MFDCmE . The MFDIG manages the self-separation with the other aircraft using the information from the target’s TransponderIP . Finally the PNFM monitors the execution of the manoeuvre trough the NDIP and the EC M monitors trough the RadarIP. The above organisation is a new way to attain the intra-position sub-goal. 3.3.3.4 Intra-sector The organization to attain the intra-sector sub-goal in scenario 2015 is similar to the one in 2009, however, it should be noted that managing a group of aircraft that are self-separated require the EC to duplicate the clearances to each aircraft in that group. Therefore when a solution is provided to one such aircraft, it triggers intrasector sub-goals for the other aircraft, and leads to multiple instantiations of the organization described in Figure 19. 3.3.3.5 Self-separation



Figure 19. Self-separation in AGR.



The ECIG gathers conflict information from MTCDIA and STCAIA which use RADARIP. In the case where many conflicts exist ECCI may decide to ask some aircraft to self-separate in order to reduce his workload and focus on the conflicts to solve. In the case he delegates, the organisation proceeds as described in the select target sub-goal. The red dots in Figure 19 show the common interactions with target selection. To resolve the other conflicts, the organization is the same as described earlier in scenario 2009: in order to maintain separation when a conflict arise, ECIG
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 maintains the mental picture using the information provided by the RADARIP and possibly by the conflicts detected by MTCDIA or at a last resort by STCAIA . To resolve conflicts ECCI issues clearances to the aircraft involved in the conflicts (PNFCN), which in turn should execute the clearances. As was the case in scenario 2009, where the organization of the intra position subgoal occurred within the separation organization, here, the target selection described above appears as a part of self-separation. 3.3.4 Interpretation based on the model In this section we describe how to use the model to interpret organisational changes. 3.3.4.1 Possible changes in organisations The main components of the organisation being agent, groups and roles and the main changes in organisations being addition, removal and modification, the following list describes all the possible changes in one organisation: 1. an agent may appear or disappear, 2. a group may appear or disappear or be modified (e.g., interaction with new agents added), 3. a role may appear or disappear or be modified (e.g., if the procedures describing the role change) 4. an organisational modification may be the combination of any of the above described atomic changes.(e.g., parts or the whole organisation may change). 3.3.4.2 Organisational changes between scenarios 2009 and 2015 Using the above indicators, we have determined that the changes between scenarios 2009 and 2015 are the following: 1. In 2015, two new organisations appear: self-separation and select target, where self-separation in 2015 is similar to separation in 2009 however the intra-position part may be replaced by the select target organisation. 2. There are in 2015 two ways to satisfy the routine flow sub-goal: intra-position and select target. 3. The select target organization is similar to the intra-position organisation but with the following differences: a. A new role appears, the spacing operator, b. A new agent appears the specific HMI, c. The agent FCU disappears and is replaced by the MFD,
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4 The local approach (EURISCO) The following chapter describes the local or agent-oriented approach for analysing cognitive functions. After a brief introduction of relevant concepts and methods, the selected approach is introduced and explained. A model is suggested that is applicable for both air and groundside agents. Its basic processes also relate to the functional analysis of Task 4.



4.1 Relevant concepts The following section details the relevant concepts and research considered for our purposes. Also, definitions are introduced, as especially in a multidisciplinary environment comparable notions are used in manifold ways. Our definitions are coming from a psychological or ergonomics point of view, it was however taken care of that they are applicable also to the operational field. A technical note (PAUSA-TNE12) presents more detailed information on concepts summarized in the following.



4.1.1 The use of cognitive models in aviation Amongst the mostly cited models to describe cognitive processes from a structural or procedural perspective is the information-processing model of Wickens (1992, cf. Appendix A). This model does however have the disadvantage that it assumes a sequential process and does not sufficiently consider parallel or bottom-up and topdown processes. The latter have been emphasized - and empirically confirmed and validated - in the cognitive model of Air Traffic Controllers proposed by Kallus, Dittman, and Van Damme (1998). This cognitive model assumes both structural and functional elements (Cf. Appendix A). The structural elements are mental models comprised in the long-term memory, the working memory containing the mental picture, sensory and motor systems and a process control system to organize these structures. The functional component of this model is based on the anticipationaction-comparison (ACC) loop. Top-down processes are seen as processes of major importance, as they cover plans, intentions and rules. To achieve these processes, bottom-up cognitive processes are used. Leroux (2000) describes four types of mental mechanisms of ATCOs, that are the ones involved in the management of the physical process such as maintaining separation, the ones involved in cooperation between controllers at the same position, the ones involved in interface management, and the ones involved in the management of the own cognitive resources. Within the Common Frame of Reference (COFOR) approach, the processes considered by Riera and Debernard (2003) were information elaboration, identification, schematic decision-making, precise decision-making, and implementation. A comparable comprehensive cognitive task analysis to the one of Kallus et al. (1998) has not been conducted for the airside, which can be explained by the fact that cognitive models have rather been developed to answer specific research demands for evaluating design issues. For example, Marshall et al. (2003, cited in Stanton et al., 2006) analyzed the landing task, and a cognitive function analysis was PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 44 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 specifically focused on the take-off phase to develop an approach for assessing situation awareness (Stephane and Boy, 2005). Within this context, numerous cognitive frameworks have been grounded on human performance models, which are based on theories and concepts derived in laboratory studies (Foyle et al., 2005). The difference is that these models are usually focused on the performance-output and thus require certain assumptions, whereas cognitive models focus on the description of the underlying structures and processes. Amongst the most frequently used are the human performance model of Air-MIDAS (Corker, Pisanich, and Bunzo, 1997), the D-OMAR (Deutsch, Cramer, Keith, and Freeman, 1999), ACT-R (Anderson, 1996) and Attention-Situation Awareness Model (Wickens, McCarley, & Thomas, 2003), which are further detailed in section 4.3. Some approaches are also grounded on a rather pragmatically oriented distinction, such as the Information-Decision-Action model of cognitive processes. These classification schemes have been proposed to represent cognition when applied to function allocation (FA) in automation. One of these approaches is the IDA-S template (Harrison, Johnson, & Wright, 2003), which assigns cognitive functions to the three groups of information, decision, and action along a sequential process. An important aspect is to define for the FA process, which role integrates the information to carry out the function and which role is responsible for initiating the response. Table 3. The elements of the IDA-S template Top level components Information Planning the Collect response Integrate Configure Initiate response Supervise ongoing Monitor progress execution Supervise termination Determine output content Action Execute actions



Decision Propose Evaluate Modify Select Identify exceptions



Action Approve



Identify completion



Stop process



Revoke authority



4.1.2 Methods to analyse and represent cognition Numerous methods exist to analyze cognitive processes involved in real-world task execution. Amongst the most frequently used are cognitive task analysis, cognitive walkthrough, cognitive work analysis, and critical incident techniques (Stanton et al., 2006). Where task analysis methods such as the Hierarchical Task Analysis (Annet, 2004) are focused on the description of goals, operations, plans, and procedures linked with observable activities, cognitive techniques try to understand unobservable cognitive processes. Thus, they describe elements underlying goal generation, knowledge, thought processes, or decision-making, wherefore the deployed data collection methods are mainly interviews, observations or verbal protocol techniques. Thus, they can be focused on defining functions and goals, empirical techniques on how a task is performed, and the use of computer models. For example, to evaluate the effects of the task execution in relation to cognitive load, Neerincx (2003) proposed a three-dimensional model including time, information processing and number of required task-set switches. Computer models are used to understand cognitive processes in tasks. Examples are the following: PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 45 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 • The Adaptive-Character-of-Thoughts (ACT-R, Anderson, 1996) consists of the inputs on how to do the task, declarative and procedural knowledge, and a simulated world of the environment, where it is done. The output is a model of behaviours, including time stamps, attention shifts, button presses or speed outputs. • The Machine-Machine Integration-Design-and-Analysis-System (MIDAS; Tyler et al., 1998) represents a human performance model that includes long-term memory (declarative and procedural knowledge), working memory, input around perception and interpretation, attention processes and output/action. • The Attention-Situation-Awareness Model (Wickens and Carley, 2001, Wickens et al, 2003) was used to predict pilot errors and incorporates two types of interacting models. One represents attentional processes by which a subject collects information from the environment. The second one comprises cognitive processes to integrate information in the level of situation awareness. In this model, saliency, effort and expectancy are the factors that affect attention allocation. • D-OMAR (Deutsch, Cramer, Keith, and Freeman, 1999) was developed to simulate the behaviour of agents in distributed work environments. Originally intended to reflect human performance, proactive goal behaviour as well as responses to event sequences in complex situations are represented through teamwork and communication skills and represent resources where to revert. Communication is described as different forms of signal passing behaviour. Proactive agents pursue objectives and maintain an agenda of things to do in order to accomplish them. Goals are expressed in actions, implemented as procedures, which are organized in a plan. The combination of both forms of agents allows representing multi-task performance, as some of the agents’ goals may be independent while others are sub goals with dependencies between them. To analyze work practices, Sierhuis, Clancey, Hoof, and Hoog (2000) developed a modelling approach applying Brahms. This approach does not lead to individual problem-solving behaviour, but higher-level description of emergent system behaviour. Work practice is defined as the collective activities of a group of people who collaborate and communicate in a work system, which includes formal and informal features of work (the actually carried out work). Embedded in a certain context, i.e. objects, artifacts and geographical locations, not every person can get access or a belief about that fact it even though it is global. Thus, context needs to be separated from people’s different interpretation of that context. The approach also includes communication tools for modelling how people coordinate their collaboration in real world. Activity is like a function a person performs over a period of time to pursue a goal that takes time and effort. Situated activity takes time and is constrained by agent’s beliefs about specific situation. A related approach is the cognitive work analysis developed by Vicente (1999). This method focuses on what an operator could do to achieve tasks and thus distinguishes from describing what operators actually do and what they should do. A cognitive function modelling approach was developed by Anastasi, Klinger, Chrenka Hutton, Miller and Titus (2000). Its major components are the Operator
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Function Model to represent the role in terms of hierarchical functions and triggering events, a Cognimeter to identify the critical parts of the task, and cognitive task analysis, to understand human-system integration components. Similarly, Lee and Sandquist (2000) have also proposed an extension of the Operator Function Model by the consideration of cognitive processes involved in tasks of an OFM. Cognitive function descriptions were detailed by the human information processing resources used, external demands, inputs and outputs. Miller (1979, in Lee and Sandquist, 2000) proposed also a list of information transformation and control activities needed in system operation. This subject also introduces the distinction of different types of agents. As introduced in TR 3.1, agents can be characterized in cognitive and reactive agents. A classification schema based on conflict resolution mechanisms used by Dastani and Van der Torre (2002) might help to further describe cognitive agents according to Beliefs, Obligations, Intention, and Desire.



4.2 The representation of the local or cognitive level from agent perspective After describing frequently used approaches, it is emphasized that a combination of methods is necessary to obtain all relevant cognitive elements with appropriate classification methodologies. To remind, the objective is to have a model that supports the design and discussions of solutions for authority distribution and that can be used at different stages. A slightly adjusted interaction block representation was considered appropriate to achieve this purpose. An interaction block (Boy, 1998) is a kind of schema that describes the rationale of a situated action. An elementary interaction block is defined by the following attributes (Figure 20): • An action; • A situation pattern that includes triggering preconditions and context patterns; and • Postconditions that include a goal (normal postconditions) and abnormal (post) conditions. Initial situation
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Context



Abnormal conditions



Abnormal strategy



Goal



Normal strategy
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A context of interaction blocks (Figure 21) is an interaction block itself. This property is very useful in a cognitive function analysis to expand an interaction block into a context of sub-blocks, and to group several already developed interaction blocks into a context of blocks. In normal situations, interaction blocks are organized and processed in a tree sequence. The resulting process is linear. Abnormal situations interrupt this linear sequence to branch into other blocks. Abnormal conditions can be of two types: • Weak abnormal conditions which will cause an exit from the current block towards another block in the same context; and



Strategy



• Strong abnormal conditions, which will cause an exit from the current block towards another context of blocks.



Figure 21. Description of context of interaction blocks



For PAUSA, we adapt the interaction block representation in a model defined by the following attributes: •Resources (internal and external); •A situation pattern that includes agents and general context patterns; and •Postconditions (consequences) that include an activity type (Action/Dialogue).
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An action can also be seen as a function, which transforms an input in an output. The definition of cognitive function was extensively described in PAUSA-TN-E4.0. The resources comprise interfaces or tools used to execute certain functions in a specific context, but may also be decomposed in more detailed internal and external resources. This distinction of internal and external resources is important to enable the evaluation of Human Factors issues in a next step. Examples for internal resources comprise cognitive resources such as knowledge on strategies or mental picture. External resources can be physical objects such as procedures. The advantage of integrating resources in the interaction block representation is to evaluate their appropriateness. Such a type of interaction-block property enables the evaluation of procedures and training. The interaction block context is more complex because of the multi-agent nature. Also, the process of communication as a form of interaction was not analyzed in detail, as it is part of the role representation. Only, the effects of communication as data-exchange were considered in terms of evoked interaction. Even though communication is generally seen as a multi-agent problem, in the current representation only the individual part of communication (perceive and transmit-act) is considered. The links between different functions are to be analyzed in terms of type of behaviour associated. Some of these links might be very automated while others actively launched. This means that if any of these links is disturbed in abnormal conditions, the consequences might be different depending on the level of automation. In general terms, the adapted version of interaction blocks does not generally consider abnormal conditions as such abnormal conditions can also be represented in terms of activated resources in a specific context. Human behaviour related to abnormal conditions can be obtained through assessing the use of a resource with the perception-decision-action-control (PDAC) cognitive model developed in the frame of Task 3.



4.3 Application to ATM 4.3.1 The choice for the approach To select the appropriate data for interaction blocks, a basic model was implemented that is based on past research and operational experience. This model allows evaluating reactions of human operators in scenarios. To build this model, the following inputs were used to build a model database: • Integrated Task Analysis (Kallus, Van Damme and Dittmann, 1998): field study of 36 en-route controllers in 5 European ATC Centers to build a cognitive model • Aircrew-Task description during a normal flight (Airbus, confidental document): interviews and observations in simulator with a total of 8 pilots.
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 • Crew Activity Modelling (Salis, 2007, PAUSA-TN-D5, internal work) • Inputs from Task 4 activities The activities of our air and groundside agents described in the following are based on the sources mentioned above. It is however noted that a further validation of this input especially of the ATCO tasks was undertaken based on the task descriptions delivered for the ERATO project (citation) to make emerge eventual lacks or inconsistencies. A 3-level-hierarchical structure was chosen to achieve an appropriate level of analysis complexity. The highest level describes high-level activities. These activities are decomposed on the second level, underlying cognitive functions are part of level 3. This hierarchical structure also allows creating a link to the representation of scenarios in interaction blocks. Finally, this structure will ease the evaluation of HF issues, as it can be defined, which HF issues might be relevant for which level of the model and thus link the PDAC evaluation concept (Task 3.2 report). As foreseen, with this process both the description of behavioural sequences of standard activities and alternative activities in addition to required activities can be evaluated in scenario settings of interest. As the iterative approach is very important, the description of alternative behaviours and interaction sequences is used to represent the variety of activities based on simulation results. In addition, the model considered discussions undertaken during the model design process, which might deviate from the initial input data. For example, reviewing the different aspects of the ATC model for our purposes, it turned out that the ATC tasks were not sufficiently represented for the characteristics of uncertainty. This led to a discussion on how the notion of time can be represented (Appendix C). Finally, the modelling structure of the groundside was adapted to describe the airborne tasks, as no comparable approaches existed. Such an adjustment was considered necessary to allow the application of a common analysis principle. The context is detailed in each phase of the scenario, for this reason it was not included in the standard characterization of interaction blocks. A change in context elements is stated. The model also enables to picture differences in the tasks between executive and planning controller or anticipated new positions. Certainly, this type of model cannot cover all aspects of reality. Its objective is however to enable a first set of analysis and will be iteratively improved and completed with the data obtained in operational simulations.



4.3.2 The groundside agent model Level 1 The high level description depicts the main groundside activities of our sectors of interest (enroute and approach). As it becomes evident, monitoring is the essential part of the task and leads to managing routine traffic, requests, and sequencing and
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 merging. All activities (Note: The notion of activity is used in the sense of activity theory and to address that the prescribed task is distinguished from the executed task. The notion considers that activities are composed of actions with a distinguished structure in underlying goals) have the potential to lead to interferences (Note: the notion of interference is used in the sense of Hoc, 2000, where an interference of one agent’s goals can interfere with other goals or resources). This definition was chosen, as interferences are not necessarily conflict related but may use a lot of cognitive resources to solve them. This will require the reduction of interferences and setting priorities and related attention switches before emerging in concrete actions. Once the actions executed, the loop of monitoring will start again.
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Managing request Managing S&M
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Figure 23. Description of ATCO high-level activities



The notion of interference was introduced to characterize that there are not only potential and actual conflicts (note: conflict as non-safe separation), but that any of the deviations of the actual mental picture from the previous mental picture in the situation might result in time-consuming activities to resolve such interference.



Level 2 On the second level, the process of monitoring is detailed. It is emphasized that monitoring integrates the concept of passive monitoring (surveillance) as well as the concept of active monitoring (Metzger & Parasuraman, 2001). Monitoring is defined as continuous or discrete comparison between actual and expected state of the traffic situation (Kallus et al., 1998). It starts with the process of updating the mental picture, checking and searching for conflicts (Note: conflict in terms of separation) with the outcome of the decision that an action is required. This might be because there is an actual interference or conflict. If there is no interference, this loop might be continued by upcoming requests or otherwise by managing the flow. The outcome of monitoring is influencing any type of management task.
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Figure 24. Description of the monitoring activity (Legend: (1) update mental picture (2) checking (3) searching for conflicts)



Managing routine traffic contains such standard activities as assuming or transferring a/c to adjacent sectors. Instruction may refer to incoming calls when an aircraft enters a sector but also indicate previously set memory markers for undertaking an action at a certain moment. Such an instruction is evoking the activities of issuing instructions, checking, and searching for conflicts. This can be illustrated through confirming aircraft calling in, checking again and searching conflicts once the aircraft has been taken under control.
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Figure 25. Description of the managing routine traffic activity (Legend: (2) checking (3) searching for conflicts (4) issuing instructions)



Managing request describes demands coming in from adjacent sectors or centers, the a/c or within the team. This evokes a decision if it is an interference and then if resources are available to deal with the request. Finally, an instruction will be issued depending on how the request was solved. To verify if a request was executed, the monitoring will be executed. 2
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Managing request Figure 26. Description of the managing request activity (Legend: (2) checking (3) searching for conflicts (4) issuing instructions)
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 Managing Sequencing and Merging relates to the flow management. Even though the notions indicate a link to ASAS concepts, it is noted that also in non-ASAS airspace the functionalities of sequencing, spacing and merging are essential (Task 4 Report). The notion of plan and solution elaboration was introduced to characterize differences between experts and novices in how time consuming is an activity. Such a characterization is necessary, as the resources used by either group are different, e.g. experts do not need to create a new plan but can refer to standard patterns stored in their internal solution libraries. A tool available to support this task is MAEOSTRO, the Arrival Manager (AMAN) in French airspace.
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Figure 27. Description of the managing sequencing and merging activity (Legend: (1) update mental picture (2) checking (3) searching for conflicts (4) issuing instructions)



Reduce interference deals with interferences such as in case of potential conflicts. In the original cognitive model, this task was characterized as solve conflicts. However, this notion does not sufficiently include the different types of uncertainty in conflict situations and as well with the possible delays for applying solutions. The definition of interference was used to characterize that there is a difference between the mental picture and the real situation. In that sense, no potential conflict can be declared, but there is a deviation from the anticipated situation to check, which might have different underlying reasons. Again, the differentiation between plan and solution elaboration is taken up (Note: concepts are based on the models discussed in Rasmussen & Hoc). This distinction is based on the schematic distinction between making a first plan and subsequently select a solution as suggested in Task report 4. Plan means to plan a strategy to reduce interference. The solution elaboration is however rather independent, as this is something required independent of the strategies from the past that help in the planning process. Experts may dispose of strategies that help them to speed up the process.
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Figure 28. Description of the reduce interference activity (Legend: (1) update mental picture (2) checking (3) searching for conflicts (4) issuing instructions)



Memory marker can be set in the mental picture and have the objective to remind that there is an action to be undertaken for conflict resolution at a later stage. Finally, the setting priority activity is linked with which type of approach is continued. Originally it was linked with the switching attention process, however, after discussions within the development of the model, it turned out that switching attention is rather to be seen as a subprocess within this function that goes beyond a control process.



Level 3 The third level of the hierarchy describes the process of updating the mental picture, checking, searching for conflicts, and issuing instructions. Maintaining or updating the mental picture (1) is one of the core processes of air traffic control (Whitfield and Jackson, 1982) and mental picture is something continuously updated. Figure 29 describes this process. Anticipation in this process is considered, as the controllers use their mental picture to anticipate the development of the situation. If there is any deviation from this situation, diagnosing (process that takes place to assimilate new unexpected situation conditions in the mental picture) is required. Mental picture can be seen as a looping process. As the core element of monitoring this becomes evident. Even if each loop is the same, at the end the MP is updated. Anticipation in this way means that the development of the mental picture is as anticipated.
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Figure 29. Description of the update mental picture activity



The mental picture is defined by the following elements: a/c in sector, a/c to enter or to leave, critical points (that always require attention), main flows, a/c eligible for conflicts, appropriate strategies and the meaning of the whole picture. A mental picture (or image) is different from a mental model, as far as it concerns different memory types used (short term or working memory vs long-term memory). However, we also need to be aware that the mental picture might be wrong. Checking (2) is defined as selecting information from a new situation to update mental picture. Its goal is to achieve complementary data for elements of uncertainty assessed as unacceptable in the current mental picture. However, checking occurs in different forms as far as it concerns the resources used.
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Figure 30. Description of the checking activity



Triggering elements can be (1) the current unacceptable black-boxes of mental picture and the (2) dynamism of situation.
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Searching conflict (3) as the core process to execute the separation task, it is strongly influenced by experience. Perceived External information
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Searching conflict Figure 31. Description of the searching conflict activity



Issuing Instructions (4) comprises the urgency of a situation.
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Issuing Instructions Figure 32. Description of the issuing instructions activity
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4.3.2.1The airside agent model Different classification schemes exist to describe the airside tasks. They are stemming from practice and training (such as fly-navigate-communicate-system management or from research (eg. classification of interrupted tasks used in Dismukes, 2006). The airside related tasks are described in relation to the subsystem they are acting in (Figure 33). These subsystems concern or the human or machine agents and linked roles within the aircraft, the agents and the aircraft, the aircraft with the air traffic control center, the aircraft with other aircraft and air operations center. This representation deviates from classical task descriptions in the form of fly-navigatemanage systems-manage fight plan- manage logistics. The advantage of this form was to better describe the context, the classical task description can however be found again (Figure 34). Also, sequential and recursive tasks are to be separated, with different levels of time associated. Procedures are to be applied in relation to sequential tasks that are included at a certain stage.
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Figure 33: Airside system and subsystems



The advantage of using the interaction block representation is to show interrupted tasks. Such tasks may be characterized with an additional marker and different levels of criticality. They devote special attention in the evaluation, as they require specific design solutions.
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Figure 34. Task description assigned to relevant sub-systems



Level 1 The high level activities have been synthesized as represented in Figure 35. Comparable to ATC, monitoring represents the main task and monitoring results in managing tasks depending on what is monitored. Managing aircraft Monitoring
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Figure 35. The high-level activity description
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Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 In the following, the high level tasks are detailed on the second level. Figure 36 describes the monitoring task. This task consists of two sub-actions to detect interferences and diagnose the situation.
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Monitoring Figure 36. The monitoring activity (Legend: (1) update mental picture (2) controlling)



Managing aircraft contains controlling and navigation as essential processes. It is linked with managing the trajectory to arrive in an expected place taking into account various constraints. Thus, planning and controlling are core activities.
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Figure 37. The managing aircraft activity (Legend: (1) update mental picture (2) controlling)



Manage the systems depicts the detection if an action is necessary to manage the system. In example would be the ASAS system that tells the pilot to follow target aircraft.
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Managing System Figure 38. The manage systems activity (Legend: (1) monitoring (2) controlling)



Manage the flight plan makes sure that the flight plan is executed or adapted if required. For this reason the navigation and communication sub-processes are contained to enable both the planning and the execution. The difference to manage
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Figure 39. The manage flight plan activity (Legend: (1) monitoring (2) controlling)



Unexpected events may occur in all different sections, in relation to managing the aircraft, the systems, the flight plan, communication, or managing logistics. The significance of unexpected events needs to be evaluated with a special scheme according to at which stage of the process the interruption occurs and which consequences can be expected. Plan exposed
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Figure 40. The managing unexpected events activity
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To manage external events links any influences or demands coming from agents such as the air operations center or passengers. Such a type of event may also be the catering to be served in the aircraft. They take place in the subsystems 5 and 6.



Figure 41. The managing external events activity
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Level 3 The pilot scans and integrates information in his or her mental picture to be updated. Based on the information the pilot decides if there is a procedure to apply. In that case s/he has a basis for deciding which procedure to apply. Setting priority means if there is something urgent or immediate or it can be undertaken at a later stage.
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The mental picture of the pilot represents different information compared to ATC:



•What are the aircraft (navigation display) •What are the critical issues (points where always need attention e.g. trajectory, landing, changing plan...)



•What are the aircraft eligible for conflicts (TCAS) •Which are the appropriate strategies (based on the experience and the information) •The meaning of all information together •Aircraft (type, restriction, performance ...) •Context (environment, weather ...)



Checking represents selecting information from a new situation in order to update the mental picture. Direct attention
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Figure 43. The Checking process



Controlling is defined as manipulating the input parameters of the system to obtain desired effect of the output of the system. Thus, it is related with selecting a strategy, allocating time and deciding to terminate it.
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5 The application of the model to the scenarios 5.1 A demonstration support To instantiate the organizational and cognitive modelling approaches, a number of PAUSA scenarios was selected. These scenarios describe the actual situation of defined airspace in 2009 and in 2015 for the ASAS S&M procedure. These scenarios have been created in collaboration with operational experts (PAUSA-TR-E1.1) and detailed with certain information on resources, interfaces, goals, and functions. A support tool was developed to visualize both the organizational and the individual perspective of the scenarios. Also, this representation enables the comparison between different sections of scenarios. Figure 45 provides a screenshot of the first prototype of this demonstrator. The interface consists of a scenario context representation, a scenario interaction description, an interaction block characterization on cognitive level, an organizational representation level (shown in this figure), and a Human Factors Issues assessment zone. The basic air and ground models have been used to compose the interaction blocks for the defined scenarios. The scenario context representation allows the selection of a scenario section of interest. The high-level process of the scenario is shown and its context can be analyzed in a detailed text field. Functions as described in Chapter 4 are implemented on different levels and can be analyzed in detail if required.
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Figure 45. Scenario and Model demonstrator



Figure 46 shows an example for the ASAS Sequencing and Merging scenario. On a more detailed interaction block level, the content of the models can be linked. In this form, the modelling enables en evaluation with the PDAC frame to better systemize the functions described.



Figure 46. Example of Sequencing and Merging process in scenario.
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5.2 Analysing HF elements To specifically address the issue of authority and responsibility, special markers are proposed to characterize the roles and functions related with authority and responsibility. Thus, authority and responsibility issues can be distinguished as well as the required resources from an organisational or individual point of view. In a further step, HF elements are introduced to enable a comparison of the impact of a certain engineering solution on different stages during the scenario. These elements were derived from an operational definition of HF issues and comprise variables supported by experimental studies in laboratories and the field. The objective of this representation is to indicate the presence of HF elements in defined situations and consequently compare sequences of behaviours for the different actors to detect remarkable differences. Furthermore, an analytical analysis also supports the detection of critical sections of behavioural sequences, as might be caused by changing resources or not disposing of sufficient resources for a defined function. Finally, a first synthesis of composed indicators in form of graphs is introduced. Figure 47 shows an example how HF issues are illustrated. Therein, interaction blocks are marked in case HF elements in relation to workload are relevant. This type of representation provides an overview to compare if agents are differently affected in terms of a certain HF issue of interest. Such a condition could indicate the necessity to regard a certain sequence in detail during operational simulations.



Figure 47. Example of active Human Factors elements in relation to workload for air and ground agents during the ASAS S&M sequence



Figure 48 demonstrates an example of a graph that summarizes visually the information contained in the blocks for an illustration of the effect of an increased number of aircraft.
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Figure 48. Example of a graph comparing the activity level in the 2009 and 2015 ASAS S&M scenario



It is noted that observed behaviour of operators during operational simulations would be integrated to enable the analysis of emerging cognitive functions. For this purpose, the model integrated in interaction blocks in the PAUSA Demo Version 1 (see Figure 3) will be completed with observed activities and subjective interpretations of situations derived from cognitive interviews. At the same time, the concept of emerging authority can be included through adding indicators from simulation-outputs.



5.3 The validation of the modelling approach The modelling approach is embedded in the context of an iterative development. Parts of this iteration are ongoing evaluations with users and adaptations of the first prototype. This validation is continued throughout the process. A second part of the validation phase will apply the support in simulated scenarios. One form of validation is to compare the conclusions of the analytical analysis process based on the Demonstrator inputs with existing studies. For this reason, this methodology was used to model the organization of the ATM in both scenarios 2009 and 2015. The comparison of the resulting organizations shows that new agents, groups and roles are added in scenario 2015. The aim of the introduction of ASAS S&M is to decrease the ATCO’s workload, by delegating the separation task to the aircraft. This new concept adds a new possible organisation: select target. However as mentioned above, when select target is instantiated, the ATCOs have to manage coherently the self-separating aircraft. Therefore ASAS S&M also adds some workload. The final efficiency of this concept depends on a fine balancing of the added and reduced workload. This will have to be taken into account in the training of the ATCOs and should be tested on simulations. To analyze the related cognitive functions on an individual level, the related activities and actions can be regarded in detail to achieve an understanding about the ongoing processes. Thus this approach helps to identify critical interdependencies between functions and to define countermeasures.
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5.4 Critical elements to consider We need however consider the limits of this modelling approach. After starting with a formal representation, it is emphasised that this model just should be used in an iterative way to prepare HITL simulations and subsequently to integrate data obtained in HITL simulations. Such a consideration considers for example the distinction between assigned and perceived roles. As we found out in one study (Feuerberg, 2007, TN-E15, internal work), differences between assigned and perceived roles are possible. Such differences might become critical in certain situations.



6 Conclusion Above, we have presented a methodology that helps building an organisational as well as an individual or cognitive model of the ATM. From two different sides, model representations were developed to characterize the different relevant issues. On the organisational level, this methodology consists in first identifying, in the system, the goals (eventually sub-goals), services provided and the operations executed by the system. The second step consists in identifying the agents that execute these operations. Grouping agents based on their interactions constitutes the organization. This methodology allows the modelling of an organization based on the description of a scenario. We also proposed a method to compare the resulting organizations and which emphasize the differences between them. Finally, it is indicated that due to the objective of the selected modelling to support design and evaluation of human activities, other forms of modelling may be applied to obtain different information in understanding the consequences of defined function allocation selections.
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Appendices Appendix A: Explications of concepts The information-processing model of Wickens (1992) This model assumes that relevant stimuli in the environment are perceived through a sensory channel if attention is allocated. Perception consists of data acquisition, interpretation, selection, and organization of sensory information. Subsequently, processes of decision-making, response selection and response execution occur. Decision-making is characterized as an active cognitive process, which results in the selection of one out of a set of possible courses of actions. Attentional resources and working memory (WM) and short- and long-term memory (LTM) functions support these processes.



The cognitive model of ATC from Kallus, Barbarino, and Van Damme (1997) This model contains the following structural elements: •



The LTM stores mental models (MM). MM are cognitive representations that allow humans generating descriptions of system purpose and forming explanations of system functioning and observed system states, and prediction of future system states. Schemata are important to form such representations as they contain typical features of a certain class of things. ATC-specific knowledge can be distinguished in what-knowledge and how-to knowledge.



•



The working memory (WM) contains the mental picture (MP). A MP is a snapshot of the actual situation based on the mental model and the actually perceived external cues and based on the activity of the working memory, i. e. the mental activities that are executed.



•



The sensory and motor systems are represented as an I/0 unit, which is built up in functional loops that direct the behavior in both systems and thus is responsible for selection of information and responses. An important component is anticipation that directs perception and motor activity towards the expected input. Functional I/O loops can range from automatic subconscious processes to conscious communication.



•



A process control system organizes the interaction between LTM, WM and I/O system and has the advantage to enable the inclusion of concepts such as situation awareness, goal-directed actions, attention, and planning.



The functional component of this model is based on the anticipation-actioncomparison (ACC) loop. Top-down processes are seen as processes of major importance, as they cover plans, intentions and rules. The following basic cognitive processes of air traffic controllers (ATCOs) were defined and their essential components described: Monitoring (continuous or discrete comparison between actual and expected state of the traffic situation), controlling (process of selecting a strategy, allocating time and deciding to terminate it), checking (selecting information PAUSA-TR-E1.3 (Draft)– Page 74 / 80



Straussberger et al., 05-03-08 from a new situation to update mental picture), diagnosing (process that takes place to assimilate new unexpected situation conditions in the mental picture), and problem solving. The task analysis of the enroute controllers’ task revealed the following basic processes. Task processes are taking over position, building up MP, monitoring, managing routine traffic, managing requests/assisting pilots, solving conflicts. Subprocesses are confirming/updating MP or maintaining SA, checking, searching conflicts/checking safety, issuing instructions. Switching attention is a control process.



Appendix B: the models integrating the notion of time We integrated the notion of time in the representation of the models. This notion of time can be measured in HITL simulations to explicit the relevance of the notion of time). (TBD)
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Glossary Activity Interference Cooperation Coordination



4D



4D trajectories are a way of representing a trajectory as lists of waypoints associated with dates at which each of them should be reached. This enables ground and air to negotiate flight plans like contracts.



Achievement Goal



A state of the world that has to be reached.



ACP



Audio Control Panel. A device used for mixing several input channels of radio-communication (VHF, HF, etc.). Used by the PNF to engage communication with the EC.



Actuator-Resource



A device that can be used to act on the environment.



ADS-B



Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast. A device on board that broadcasts information about the aircraft (identification, 4Dposition, route, speed, etc.).



AFS



Auto-Flight System. It's the automatic piloting system.



AMAN



Arrival MANager. A device that proposes the EC a way to sequence aircraft in the approach phase. An example of such a system is the French MAESTRO tool.



AoI



Area of Interest. It is a defined volume of airspace not constrained by the AoR within which the flight trajectories shall be available for all flights.



AoR



Area of Responsibility. The volume of airspace for which a service is provided by the ATSU.



APM



Approach Path Monitor. A device to signal deviations from the glide path.



APW



Area Proximity Warning. A device to prevent and detect infringement of restricted airspace volumes.



ATC



Air Traffic Control. On ground system that has a general view of the aircraft in a sector and assists pilots to ensure the safety and optimise the traffic.



ATCo



Air Traffic Controller. Controller on ground that assists pilots in their tasks.



ATM



Air Traffic Management. The whole system for managing Air Traffic, including pilots, air controllers, devices, etc.



ATSU



Air Traffic Services Unit. The job of the air traffic service unit is to increase the aircraft's operational capacities by automating pilot-controller exchanges through the use of data communication networks. The air traffic service unit supports the basis of the communication and surveillance activities.



AWP



Aviation Weather Processor. The Aviation Weather Processor provides a centralised capability for the exchange of information with the Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) to collect and process alphanumeric weather and Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) information for dissemination to a Flight Service Data Processing System (FSDPS). Two AWPs (one in
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Cockpit Display of Traffic Information. On board device that shows aircraft in the close neighbourhood of the aircraft possessing the device.



CORA



Conflict Resolution Advisory/Assistant. A device that helps controllers to solve trajectory conflicts.



DMAN



Departure MANager. Same device as the AMAN, but for sequencing aircraft on departure.



EC



Executive Controller. On ground agent, in charge of the management of the communications with the aircraft.



ECAM



Electronic Centralised Aircraft Monitor. Presents information on the E/WD, the upper central screen and on the SD, bottom central screen: primary indications on engines, quantity of fuel, position of the lats and flaps, messages (alarm, warning and memo), synoptic schemas of the airborne systems or permanent flight status and information messages.



E/WD



Engine/Warning Display. The upper central screen and on the SD.



FCU



Flight Control Unit. A device in which the pilots input commands to the AFS.



FMS



Flight Management System. A set of devices that flights the aircraft.



FMS+4D



is a FMS device that helps pilots manage 4D trajectories.



FPL



Flight Plan. List of checkpoints that defines the route that an aircraft intends to go through. It has to be registered before the actual flight, so that the international institutions (like EUROCONTROL) can check a priori and statically for conflicts with other aircraft. Aircraft mostly travel along some sort of three-dimensional highways. (Based on Wikipedia’s definition.)



Goal



A high-level objective of the domain.



GTSAw



Ground Traffic Situation Awareness. A device that helps controllers to organise the conflicts they have to solve (does not exists actually).



KCCU



Keyboard Cursor & Control Unit. KCCU and MFD are FMS functions distributed over enhanced pages. (Based on Airbus A350 tools’ description.)



MAESTRO



Means to Aid Expedition and Sequencing of Traffic with Research of Optimization.



Maintenance Goal



A state of the world that has to be maintained.



MAS



Multi-Agent System. A research domain that is at the intersection of distributed systems and artificial intelligence. It is also and a paradigm to model systems that considers the world in terms of agents, environment, interactions and organisations (Demazeau95).



MCDU



Multi-purpose Control-Display Unit. Assists the pilots in the management of the flight plan.



Medium



A medium used for communication between physically distinct entities of the ATM.



Merging



A process that corresponds to the management of aircraft trajectories, so that aircraft arrive in order on a designated waypoint (Salis07).



MFD



Multi-Functional Display. KCCU and MFD are FMS functions distributed over enhanced pages. (Based on Airbus A350 tools’ description.)
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Minimum Safe Altitude Warning. A device to prevent and detect descent below minimum safe altitude.



MTCD



Mid-Term Conflict Detection. A device to provide aircraft with information on conflicts/problems, taking into account the technological capabilities, and the controller's reasoning and cognitive processes. The purpose of MTCD is to support the ATCo in planning and decision-making. MTCD shall detect all potential conflicts in the AoI.



ND



Navigation Display. On board display that shows information about the navigation and flight plan.



Operation



A low-level and atomic action that can be executed by a specific entity.



PC



Planning Controller. On ground agent in charge of managing communication (by telephone) with other sectors and the entrance and leaving of aircraft from a sector.



PF



Pilot Flying. Agent in the air, in charge of the flying operation.



PFD



Primary Flight Display. On board display that shows information about the flight operations.



PNF



Pilot Non-Flying. Agent in the air, in charge of the communications with the ground and navigation. Also termed captain.



R/T



Radio-telecommunication. A medium for communication between air and ground that works in simplex and broadcast mode.



RADAR



Radio Direction and Range. A ground device that shows a 2D representation of the aircraft position to the controllers.



RMP



Radio Management Panel. The device used by the PNF to set the frequency of the R/T.



SD



System Display.



Sector



A well defined volume of air space area controlled by air controllers (who act on ground). Normally, a sector is an atomic unit and the grouping of a few sectors is called a sector. However, in PAUSA, we use the term sector for both, as a simplification.



Sensor-Resource



An information or a device able to provide an information.



Sequencing



Sequencing corresponds to the management of aircraft trajectories, so that a local organisation of the traffic where a defined spacing between aircraft is steadily maintained for a significant while (Salis07).



Service



A high-level and non atomic action independent of any entity.



STAR



Système Tactique d'Aide à la Résolution. A device that helps controllers to solve trajectory conflicts.



STCA



Short-Term Conflict Alert. A device to prevent and detect infringement of separation between aircraft during air-borne phases of flight.



STRIPs



Paper strip received by ATCos when an aircraft enters their sector. It contains information about the flight plan of the aircraft (identification, destination, waypoints to cross, altitudes, etc.)



Subgoal



A low-level objective which resolution participate in the resolution of a more general goal.



TCAS



Traffic Collision Avoidance System. On board device that helps an aircraft to detect the other aircraft that are too close and automatically negotiate a solution.



TCAS-RA



TCAS Resolution Advisory. The second level of answer of the TCAS to a loss of separation: an audio order to act (currently: climb or descend).
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TCAS Traffic Alert. The first level of answer of the TCAS to a loss of separation: an audio alert in the cockpit.



Transponder



A device that produces a response when it receives a radio frequency interrogation. Aircraft have transponders to assist in identifying them on RADAR and on other collision avoidance systems.
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